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Case Study 3: 
Knowledge Extraction from Document Collections 

(KXDC) 
 

Based on an interview with the KXDC team at PARC 

 

Background 
The KXDC project at the Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), is 
focused upon the problem of maintaining the quality of 
knowledge bases – collections of information typically in the 
form of text documents. 
 
The team is working with a sophisticated, large-scale grammar 
of the English language (which specifies how a huge range of 
words and phrases relate to one another and what they mean 
when juxtaposed in different ways), and a software tool – XLE – 
which can use this grammar to interpret the meaning of a new 
sentence.  Due to the processing efficiency of the software tool 
and the high quality of the grammar (it follows the principles of 
Lexical Functional Grammar, a theory developed at PARC and 
now adopted by linguists around the world) the project team is 
“deliberately challenging the conventional wisdom that it is not 
possible to extract useful representations of the underlying 
contents from unstructured text via natural language 
processing”. 
 
The KXDC project is also working on what it refers to as 
"Knowledge Fusion" – the ability within a document collection to 
combine knowledge automatically from documents which relate 
to one another.   
 
The document set which KXDC has taken as its test subject is 
Xerox’s Eureka database, a set of tips created and used by 
service technicians for photocopiers, scanners and printers.  The 
project team has chosen to conduct its initial work with the 
Eureka database because there is a clear and practical 
requirement for tools that help human monitors maintain the 
quality of this text database.  The project, however, has much 
broader goals and it aims to be especially relevant for databases 
of high value content such as patent information, legal 
information and medical document collections. 

The Eureka database 
When technicians fix a new problem on a Xerox machine, they 
are invited to write a “tip” in free text detailing the problem they 
faced and a possible plan of action for handling this problem. 
 
Technicians facing a broken machine can search a database of 
these tips for relevant documents to give them clues about how 
to repair the machine.  The database has an index that allows 
for the rapid retrieval of documents containing a search term 
inputted by a technician who has a problem.  Technicians then 
scan the retrieved tips very rapidly and often find something that 
helps. 
 

http://www2.parc.com/istl/groups/nltt/kxdc.html
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In order to maintain the quality of the overall database, a set of 
human validators monitors the incoming stream of new tips. 
These validators are themselves senior technicians. Maintaining 
the quality of the database is important because technicians stop 
using the system if there are too many redundant, confusing, 
contradictory or out-of-date tips. 
 
Once the database grows beyond a certain size, an issue of 
critical importance is how an individual can monitor new inputs 
without having to (re)read a large number of earlier reports. 
 
Each new document implicitly poses a number of questions.  For 
example: 
 

• Is this a solution to a problem that has previously been 
seen? 

 
• If so, is all the information in the new tip contained in 

earlier tips?  A redundant tip should not be added to the 
database – we have established that technicians 
complain when queries get redundant answers. 

 
• If not, what is the relationship of the new information to 

what is already there? 
 

• Is it an elaboration of the problem, or of the solution? 
 

• Is it an alternative solution—if so, under what conditions 
should it be used? 

 
• Is it contradictory to what was written before? 

 
• Was the previous statement correct at the time it was 

entered, and this is just an evolution over time? 
 
The research of the KXDC project is to develop techniques, 
based on natural language processing, that are able to suggest, 
to a human monitor, potential relations (including redundancy 
and contradiction) between a new document and previously seen 
documents.  The project members are working closely with some 
of the researchers who have developed Eureka, giving them an 
insight into the factors that increase or decrease the usability 
and usefulness of such document collections. 

“Knowledge Fusion” 
The notion of “knowledge fusion” originally emerged from the 
work with the Eureka tips but the KXDC project is now 
considering this in more general terms. 
 
A good example is a sequence of Eureka tips about an expensive 
clutch that works only intermittently. 
 

• The first tip says that a technician should remove the 
clutch and ship it to field engineering for repair. 

 
• The second tip says that the clutch is usually not the 

problem. It suggests not shipping the clutch, but rather 
scraping the connection pins because they corrode 
easily. 
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• The third tip says that the corroded pins should be 
replaced with gold pins, which now come in Part Kit 
Number X.  

 
Initially it seemed likely to the project team that the third tip 
would make the first two obsolete, but the technicians wanted to 
keep all three tips because they all contain valuable information. 
The first one has the most elaborate description of the problem, 
the third one states the official solution, and the second one 
provides a temporary work-around in case the official new part is 
not available for some reason. Ideally, one would want to 
combine these three tips into one, remove redundant 
information, and restructure the text so as to clearly identify the 
problem description, the official solution, and the work-around. 
Tools that support this process semi-automatically will certainly 
be valuable in this situation. In the very long run, the project 
team hopes to achieve some of this process automatically. 
 

Other scenarios where KXDC research will make a 
difference 

Using tools based on KXDC research, a visitor to an online 
newspaper site would be able to search specifically for an 
editorial document that argues against a particular piece of 
legislation, rather than just searching for texts about that 
legislation.  If this ability is extended to a news aggregator which 
contains the content of most of the major news sources, it could 
lead to far more accurate and robust versions of existing 
“sentiment analysis” software which is used to determine how 
many articles react positively to a development and how many 
react negatively. 
 
In the area of knowledge tracking, a user would be able to be 
notified of specific new facts. For example, an intelligence 
analyst may be monitoring whether a particular suspected 
terrorist “A” is attempting to obtain dangerous substances. The 
computer may notify the analyst that “there is a new intelligence 
report that claims that person “A” has acquired a small amount 
of anthrax”.  Such specific and precise information will be 
significantly more useful than what today’s technology can 
provide. 
 
In the example of a database of patents, tools emerging from 
KXDC research could b e used to suggest to editors earlier patent 
documents which relate to a newly submitted patent.  Certainly 
a collection of patents is analogous to the Eureka database of 
tips, since new and unpredictable documents are continually 
submitted which need to be carefully related to the existing 
corpus of documents. 
 

When will this research impact on holders of 
document collections? 
 

A timeframe of 4-6 years is deemed by the project team to be 
realistic for initial applications that will make a significant 
difference. One factor that could shorten the timescale here is 
the increased availability, beyond the confines of the project, of 
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ontological and linguistic resources.  The team has, however, 
built these other likely developments into its approach. 

Why should the content community watch this 
project? 

Tools which enable editorial staff to maintain quality, consistency 
and currency within databases of legal, patent, medical or other 
kinds of high value and complex information will no doubt make 
up a lively and growing market over the next few years.  As with 
many such technologies, it takes a major success from a 
commercial software with a high-profile client to convince the 
market of its importance.  However, advance consideration of 
how leading projects such as KXDC might improve speed and 
efficiency (the most common gripe among customers of major 
database publishers) may pay off when these techniques 
become commercially viable. 
 




